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Codenames XXL

Shiny Zygarde GX Box: Pokemon TCG

Codenames XXL is the same as the standard game but GIANT!

Unity is strength for Zygarde-GX in the Pokémon TCG: Shiny
Zygarde-GX Box! The Order Pokémon appears here in its
50% Forme as a rare Shiny Pokémon. With this set, you get
the Legendary Pokémon-GX as a playable foil promo card and
a stunning oversize card, plus much more. Get control of your
Pokémon TCG collection with the amazing Pokémon TCG: Shiny
Zygarde-GX Box!

The two rival spymasters know the secret identities of 25 agents.
Their teammates know the agents only by their CODENAMES.
The teams compete to see who can make contact with all of their
agents first. Spymasters give one-word clues that can point to
multiple words on the board. Their teammates try to guess words
of the right colour while avoiding those that belong to the opposing
team. And everyone wants to avoid the assassin.

The Pokémon TCG: Shiny Zygarde-GX Box includes:
• 1 never-before-seen foil promo card featuring Shiny Zygarde-GX
• 1 oversize foil card featuring Shiny Zygarde-GX
• 4 Pokémon TCG booster packs
• A code card for the Pokémon Trading Card Game Online

Codenames: win or lose, it’s
fun to figure out the clues!

CGE00046
Age 10+
Players 2-8+
15 minutes
RRP £34.95

POK82383
RRP £19.99

Contrast

Bridges, Castles & Bazaars:
Carcassonne Expansion 8

Restock

Restock

Tall, Small, Big, Thin, Heavy, Light, Round, Square, Yellow, Red,
Blue, Green

12 new land tiles expand the world of Carcassonne even further.
Placing the new bazaar tile allows you to host an auction, giving
you the chance to spend your earned points to buy advantageous
tiles. The player willing to bid the highest will get first choice of
tiles to then place and score.

Pick the symbol that matches the picture best!
Don’t worry, there is no wrong answer, but you only get a point if
the majority of players has picked the same symbol as you!

Small cities will score you a few points, but the new castle tile
can transform the city and give you a chance to score even
more points. As the area around the
castle develops, the next feature to be
finished and score will give you points
as well because of the castle tile.
Will you build the castle and take the
gamble to score more?

PINCONTRPMG04
Age 8+, Players 2-6
15 minutes
RRP £12.99

ZMG78008
Age 7+, Players 2-6
45 minutes
RRP £16.99
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